Declaration of Conformity

We ABB Automation Technologies AB
ABB STOTZ-KONTAKT
69123 Heidelberg
Germany

declare that the product

ABB i-bus IP-Interface
IPS/S 2.1 (2CDG 110098 R0011)
made and manufactured after April 30, 2009

to which this declaration relates, is following the provisions of EU Directive(s)
2002/95/EC applicable on Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS), amended by the
Commission
Decision of 18 August 2005,
Decision of 21 October 2005,
Decision of 21 April 2006,
Decision of 12 October 2006,
Decision of 12 October 2006,
Decision of 24 January 2008,
2) The products do not contain Deca BDE

The products are not in the product list of the RoHS directive. But in some case they are components of
concerned equipments.

Nevertheless that the products are made RoHS compliant, the responsibility for the concerned
equipment remains with the manufacturer of it.

This Declaration is subject to the provision of the respective delivery contract.

Heidelberg, 2009-09-02

Harald Horst
Head of Business Sector
Intelligent Installation Systems

Peter Heilig
Head of R&D Department
Intelligent Installation Systems
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